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Prospects for Eco-Philosophy
Hiroshi Komiyama
President, The University of Tokyo
Executive Director, Integrated Research System for
Sustainability Science (IR3S)
Academic learning emerges in response to social needs. It
might be argued that with respect to fundamental science there
is meaning in academic research in and of itself. But even
mathematics originated from calendars in response to society’s
need for timekeeping. Conversely, academic fields must
emerge wherever social necessity exists. Despite the existence
of such necessities in our own society, many academic fields
have not been fully responsive. A prime example is the
sustainability of global environment and human society.
Everyone is aware that to maintain our civilization’s current
level of mass production and consumption is to invite
catastrophe in the near future. However, with the current
departmentalization of academia into specialized fields, we are
extremely ill-equipped to address issues of this sort that require
an integrated solution.
Happily, Toyo University has taken up the banner of ecophilosophy (or co-existence studies), and is boldly tackling
these issues. As the President of Toyo University, Tomonori
Matsuo, and others posit in their book Kyosei-no Katachi,
(Shape of Harmonious Coexistence) “How can we achieve
human co-existence as a society where everyone can achieve
self-fulfillment within a framework allowing for both
independence and cooperation?” Co-existence will be an issue
defining human affairs from this point on. This is why scholars
at eight universities (including Toyo) and one research institute
have established the Integrated Research System for
Sustainability Science (IR3S) for participation in joint research.
We are attempting to develop the field of sustainability studies
as a foundation for constructing strategies for global
sustainability. Sustainability studies take as their object of
inquiry the interrelated operations of three actors: global
systems, social systems, and human systems. When attempting
any kind of improvement from the standpoint of sustainability
within these three systems and their interrelations, co-existence
is an essential keyword. Rather than defining eco-philosophy
as a subset of sustainability studies, we might say that both are
integral parts of the puzzle. Both are exciting new directions
for academic learning, pregnant with possibility and responsive
to social needs.

Perspectives on Sustainability
Hidetoshi Kitawaki
Director, Center for Sustainable Development Studies
Faculty of Regional Development Studies

I am involved in the management of the Center for Sustainable
Development Studies of Toyo University, and I believe that
sustainability can be brought about through "harmonious
coexistence (HC)". Most contemporary global issues could be
solved with these key words. The definition of sustainable
development is "development which meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs," which constitutes HC of present and future
generations.
Most urban environmental problems would be solved if urban-rural
HC could be achieved, because urban slums are formed by
jobseekers migrating from rural areas where their ability to live has
been compromised. Likewise, global environmental problems
could be solved by HC between developed and developing nations.
Poverty reduction is the most significant international social issue
in minimizing confrontation arising out of a gap between rich and
poor.
This “axis of confrontation” (AC) phenomenon is rapidly gaining
complexity year by year. In addition to conventional ACs such as
country, race, religion or politics etc., new ACs are being born
following emerging bloc regionalism.
Detailed study of such ACs and a shift from confrontation to HC
are urgently needed to strengthen sustainability. The Faculty of
Regional Development Studies, to which I belong, has a unique
research and education curriculum which includes comprehensive
study of technology and management. The Faculty takes HC into
consideration while continuing to undertake practical research
work, thereby supporting developing nations and contributing to
the sustainability of the international community.

Sustainability and Eco-philosophy
Makio Takemura
Department of Indian Philosophy, Faculty of Literature
I think we can say that people today share the following challenges
with regard to sustainability: 1) resolution via scientific and
technological means (development of energy-saving and nonpolluting technologies) 2) resolution via social systems (the shift
toward a recycling society) and 3) resolution via changes of
lifestyle (which raises questions of quality of life). Admittedly,
science and technology have often led to the destruction of nature,
which is bad, but few indeed would argue that humanity should
abandon our technology and return to ancient ways of life. The
problem is to what ends science and technology are used. Research
work at IR3S addresses problems of sustainability as issues within

3 interrelated systems - global systems, social systems, and human
systems – and attempts to achieve the resolution of these issues
through integration and restructuring. Within this framework, Toyo
University is making particular contribution to the field of human
systems.
Eco-philosophy, in answer to these issues, takes up further
questions such as: what exactly is nature? What is human
existence? These queries form a base for its field of inquiry. It
might not necessarily, for example, immediately dictate whether
specific policy agreements and the like should be concluded or not;
rather, it would help with essential questions of self-awareness and
understanding, in order that people’s intrinsic behavior can later be
established.
Conventional philosophy and thinking with regard to
environmental problems have blamed Christianity’s concept of
humanity’s superiority to nature. There was a real need to reinterpret the human attitude toward the nature, which was viewed
as a kind of stewardship. And the thought of bio-centrism or Deep
Ecology spread like propaganda. Many expectations were then
likewise placed on Eastern cosmology. However, as yet little
detailed investigation of Eastern thought within the context of
environmental ethics has been undertaken by specialists, and it
simply cannot be said that academic research in this field is well
developed. Further scrutiny through uncovering Eastern values and
Eastern world-views might well be able to shed new light on
problems concerning natural rights to existence, or our
responsibilities towards future generations, to name a few
examples. I believe that this must form the point of departure for
our eco-philosophy.

Unit Activities : the view of Nature in Asian Thought
Toshiaki Yamada
Department of Chinese Philosophy, Faculty of Literature
How do East and West fundamentally differ in their attitudes
toward nature? It might be said that the West has generally
constructed lifestyles based upon conquering nature, where the
East has created lifestyles based upon living in harmony with
nature. However, even within the East, the lifestyles of people in
India and South-East Asia differ markedly from those in countries
like in Japan where the changing of the four seasons is clearly
delineated.
In this unit, in order to explicate Eastern attitudes toward nature, I
would like to outline the antithetical position occupied by the
West, while making clear the differing attitudes toward nature of
Asian nations like Japan, India, and China, in order to propose an
eco-philosophy based on Eastern thought.
In concrete terms, we will explore the relationship between human
and nature through the significance of “water” in Indian historical
thought (Miyamoto), explore how far the Buddhist injunction
against killing extends, and whether it includes vegetation
(Watanabe), and look behind the idea that all vegetation and even
the land itself might possess a Buddha nature (Takemura). In
Chinese thought, we will, for example, consider the nature
symbolized by the word “landscape,” examine various attitudes
toward nature as viewed by faith in natural deities (Yamada), look
at theories of mercy within the works of Chu Hsi and Wang YangMing, and consider the “mind that cannot ignore suffering” as a
method of co-existence and sustainability (Shojiguchi).

Unit Activities: Values Survey Study
Takashi Ohshima
Department of Social Psychology, Faculty of Sociology
This research project began when three students from the Graduate
School of Sociology (Mio Yoshida, Mitsuharu Saito and Masato
Motojima, all first-year master’s course students) got interested in
addressing these issues, together with a second year Chiba
University doctoral student, Tomomi Hanai, signed up for the
Values Survey Study. In order to share awareness of common
problems, we decided to convene a workshop regularly where the
students could make presentations on the related books and
documents they had assigned each other to read. At the same time,
preparations for the survey in Singapore planned for October are
underway. The four students share their enthusiasm as follows:
Mio Yoshida: “Everyone has a different awareness of
environmental problems and how to address them. Some people
know a lot, others very little. Looking at the results of this
survey on environmental awareness should tell us about ways in
which we can raise many people’s awareness.”
Mitsuharu Saito: “I myself have really just started to study
awareness of values and the environment. I learn new things
every day. I don’t think I’m well-prepared yet, but I hope to
devote myself to contributing this research project.”
Masato Motojima: “People’s awareness of the environment---I
think it’s quite a difficult thing to understand. I’ll be happy if I
can help in this project to understand people’s environmental
awareness.”
Tomomi Hanai: “Environmental problems seriously affect our
lives, both now and in the future. By participating in this study,
we are coming up with ways to protect our global environment,
and I’d like to communicate that to as many people as
possible.”
The research project has just started, and it is important that it
continues and develops. In the future, we intend to seek a number
of people to participate, with a view to placing its results on public
record. We are keen to play our part in supporting the research
activities currently underway at Toyo University.

Graduate student participants in the project
(from left, Saito, Hanai, Yoshida, and Motojima)

Problems of Environment Design
Hideo Kawamoto
Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Literature
When addressing macro problems such as environmental
conditions, our general image of the environment as maintained in
our daily lives is a definite branching point for the setting of
research agendas. Thus, the first thing to do is to conduct
interviews with world-class European philosophers, artist and
scientists regarding their images of the global environment. By
doing this, we should obtain several alternative perspectives.
Secondly, we can research the conception of such alternative
scientific and technological models as Arakawa+Ginz’s
Architectural Body, or Buckminster Fuller’s Critical Path. Quite
apart from the conduct of empirical science, we should investigate
what Kant might call regulative principles, and establish models
based on these concepts to help orient science and technology
toward sustainability.
Thirdly, we might inquire into those environments established for
senior citizens and those with disabilities, drawing out their
essential nature while re-imagining what might be necessary here.
This would naturally include the emotional factors involved in the
intersection of individual feelings and the sustainability of
environmental conditions.

Realizing Transdisciplinary Eco-Philosophy
Satoshi Inagaki (Research Assistant)
It has been a long time since obvious changes in the global
environment started to be acknowledged. Sustainability science, as
proposed by IR3S, is a new academic field whose establishment is
essential for viewing these problems from a global perspective.
Transdisciplinary is another word we might use to discuss these
issues, and Toyo University’s project in collaboration with IR3S
has been named TIEPh (the Transdisciplinary Initiative for EcoPhilosophy). At the moment, “transdisciplinary” might be
interpreted as “between disciplines,” “across disciplines,” or
“beyond disciplines.” This indicates how it cuts across diverse and
specialized fields, brings these together with an inclusive, unifying
perspective, creates linkages, and achieves consensus in proposing
effective models for action. It is widely thought that this approach
is appropriate, and capable of achieving results in regard to
environmental change on a global scale, but simply not possible
for individual fields of science. But how far does its range extend?
In the 1970s, the nuclear physicist Steven Weinberg proposed the
idea of “trans-science.” He suggested that when the progress of
science, which was supposed to expand human knowledge, comes
to the point where it generates questions that can not be handled
within the field of science itself; they are “beyond science”. When
science threatens both the global environment and the living
creatures that inhabit it, something must work to control this
progress. But mechanisms for this control of science have not been
found within the individual fields of science. The problems of
genetic manipulation of agricultural crops and cloning are still
fresh in memory, and arguments continue over new forms of
applied environmental ethics or bio-ethics that might successfully
deal with these issues. At the moment, the field of “sustainability
science” may well be the answer to these “trans-science” issues.
The co-operative institutions of IR3S do not only address the
construction of sustainable atmospheric, water, and resource
systems simply as science and engineering projects; they also
acknowledge the philosophical and sociological aspects of human
social participation.
Within sustainability science, global, social, and human systems all
interlink and coordinate to form a single transdisciplinary
academic field of inquiry. Achieving sustainability must involve
the simultaneous achievement of sustainable global, social, and
human systems. What needs to be repeatedly examined here is not
how mechanisms of control can be externally maintained, but
rather how sustainability science can be constructed as a system
continuing to control its own development. A significant part of
Toyo University’s mission to address Eco-Philosophy as a
cooperative institution lies in assisting this self-critical selfregulation in any way possible. However, this will not just occur
through external criticism, as of a bystander; we should expect that
a self-regulatory function within this academic field will develop
itself through the process of fashioning practical models for
environmental designs which maintain close ties to the web of life
in all its diverse actuality, as well as environmental designs based
on (re)discoveries of Asian traditional knowledge which have not
yet been considered.

Literature Review
“International Negotiations Around the Kyoto Protocol –
The Process of Negotiation after COP3”
(Ed.) Hironori Hamanaka, Keio University Press, May
2006 (\3,800+tax)
The Kyoto Protocol is a legal binding agreement aiming at the
reduction of CO2 emissions. It was adopted by the developed
nations at the Third Conference of Parties (COP3) at the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in 1997. After
its adoption, the agreement needed 8 years to actually come into
effect. This is due to many reasons: background maneuvering
between developed and developing nations regarding the
conditions and contents of the agreement such as emissions trading
rights, and clean development mechanisms (CDM), the opposition
of Europe and the USA, and the refusal of the USA, the largest
emitter of CO2, to ratify the agreement since the Bush
administration came to power. The USA has still not ratified the
agreement. One cannot overlook the fact that Japan played a major
role in the Kyoto Protocol taking effect. This book does not stop at
a detailed follow-up of the progress of the COP after the
conference in Kyoto, but extends to a discussion of other measures,
including several unofficial meetings with representatives of many
nations and various documents intended to facilitate the COP. It
also presents the views of world-wide movements regarding the
agreement. The Kyoto Protocol, while a landmark treaty for
addressing global environmental problems, was only the first step.
This book clarifies the various and convoluted motives of many
nations that were involved in this first step.

Notes from the TIEPh Project
On July 1, 2006, the position of Research Assistant was filled by
Satoshi Inagaki. He is a specialist in phenomenology within the
field of contemporary philosophy, having acquired his doctorate
last year. Until now, TIEPh as an overall entity has mainly
conducted literature surveys and discussed conceptual and research
directions. From this point on, TIEPh has a duty to put these
theories and concepts into practice. On 21st October, the First
Symposium will be convened to assist in constructing the ecophilosophy that will act as the cornerstone of our project. (refer to
next page for details)
Report of Activities
July 7
Participated in Fifth Environmental Symposium
(“Beautiful Japan” & Co-Existence with Forest,
Water and Air)
(convened by Institute of Social Sciences, Toyo
University)
July 14
Second TIEPh General Meeting
July 20
Participated in “Issues for A Developed Nation:
How Should Japan’s Issues Be Resolved?”
(Convened by TIGS, University of Tokyo & Nikkei
Shimbun Newspaper)
July 22
Research Center for Kyosei Philosophy, Toyo
University
Commencement of First Public Lecture (Coconvened by TIEPh)

August 7 – 9 Participated in “International Symposium on
Sustainable Development”
Hokkaido University
August 28
Third TIEPh General Meeting
(First Workshop about Eco-Philosphy)

First TIEPh Symposium: 2006
Date/Time: Saturday 21st October, 2006,1pm - 5pm
Venue:
Toyo University Sky Hall (Hakusan Campus,
Building 2, Level 16)
Theme:
“Towards Construction of Eco-Philosophy”
Details:
1. Inaugural Greetings
University

Tomonori Matsuo: President, Toyo

2. “Construction of Sustainability and Expectation to TIEPh”
Kazuhiko Takeuchi: Deputy Executive Director
Integrated Research System for Sustainability Science
(IR3S), Professor, Graduate School of Agricultural and Life
Sciences, The University of Tokyo
3. “Speculations on Eco-Philosophy and Co-Existence – What
is Toyo University Working Towards?”
Makio Takemura: Professor, Faculty of Literature, Toyo
University
4. Keynote Address
“Global Environmental Problems and Issues in EcoPhilosophy”
Carl Becker: Professor Graduate School of Human &
Environmental Studies, Kyoto University
5. Symposium “Towards Construction of Eco-Philosophy”
Japanese Thought & Eco-Philosophy Makio Takemura:
Professor, Faculty of Literature
Chinese Thought & Eco-Philosophy Toshiaki Yamada:
Professor, Faculty of Literature
Indian Thought & Eco-Philosophy Hisayoshi Miyamoto:
Professor, Faculty of Literature
Contemporary Thought & Eco-Philosophy Hideo Kawamoto:
Professor, Faculty of Literature
General Discussion
Kazuhiko Takeuchi

The panelists (above), with Professor

Chair Nagai Shin: Associate Professor, Faculty of Literature

